
Jump-Start to Minimalism + Parenting
for more tips, tricks and motivation

follow Amy @houseofeilers

YOUR GUIDE TO A SIMPLER, MORE MINIMAL FAMILY LIFE

START BY PURGING AND ORGANIZING YOUR SPACE
FOLLOW THESE SIMPLE RULES:
・Work one space at a time. Give yourself GRACE; a home with kids is not easily purged all at once.
・When starting a new space, ALWAYS EMPTY IT OUT COMPLETELY FIRST
・Group like items together, then sort into three piles:
  KEEP - Organize your keepers back in to your space.
  DONATE - Immediately box/bag and move to trunk of your vehicle. Find a purposeful cause to bless.
  TRASH - Immediately box/bag and move to your outdoor trash receptacle/curb.

BATHROOM
・Toss all expired products
・Recycle all empty 
    containers 
・Note what needs 
    replenishing
・Use small bins to
    g    group like items in 
    drawers

KITCHEN
・Toss all expired foods/spices
・Reduce duplicate functioning 
    appliances, 
    serveware, 
    etc.
・Use bins to 
    ma    make deep or hard to reach 
    spaces more accessible

CLOTHES
Keep only items that:
・serve this season of life
・Make you feel good
・Are quality
・Are practical
・Fit well

TOYS
・Gather all toys from around the home, and sort by:
    BROKEN - Broken toys / toys with missing pieces
    LOUD - Toys with batteries/flashy/noisy, from happy meals, etc.
    OPEN ENDED - Building sets, wooden toys, animals, dolls, cars, dress up, etc.
・Throw away/recycle all toys in broken pile, and donate all toys in loud pile
・Sort through open ended pile and keep out 8 to 10 of your child’s favorites
・・Store the rest in an easily accessible tote/bin for toy rotation

STORAGE
Let go of any of the following:
・“What if” or “maybe one day” items
・Items you won’t use in the next year
・Items which don’t make you happy
        ・Gifts you have
        received but do not
               or will not use

ONCE YOUR SPACE IS CLEARED, ESTABLISH ROUTINES
PREDICTABLE RHYTHM FOSTERS A COMFORTABLE AND SAFE ENVIRONMENT FOR CHILDREN TO FLOURISH
Implement things like “tidy up toys” time while you prepare lunch and dinner, simple morning wake and 
bedtime routines, after school quiet time, etc.

TO MAINTAIN YOUR NEW, SIMPLER HOME FOLLOW THESE HELPFUL TIPS
ONE MINUTE RULE - “Will this take less than one minute to do?” If the answer is yes, JUST DO IT!
RETURN THINGS TO THEIR HOME - As you minimize your spaces, you’ll notice everything now has a home.
INVOLVE THE WHOLE FAMILY - Tasks feel less like work when we tackle them as a family. This also creates 
a purposeful learning experience for children. Invite them to unload the dishwasher, fold laundry, etc.

AMAZING THINGS HAPPEN WHEN WE PURGE OUR HOMES OF EXCESS
ENJOY YOUR LIFE WITH LESS, SO YOU CAN FOCUS MORE ON WHAT ACTUALLY MATTERS! 


